
1 2300 students are in Year 10. 120 are male.
80 males take History. 60 females do not
take History. Complete the frequency tree.
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280 students are in Year 9. 160 are female.
90 females take Art. 70 males do not take Art.
Complete a frequency tree with this info.

3 410 cubes are in a bag: 4 red and 6 yellow.
A cube is picked and replaced, then another 
cube is picked. Complete the tree diagram.
What is the probability both cubes are red?
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6 green and 3 blue cubes are in a box.
A cube is picked and replaced, then another 
cube is picked. Complete a tree diagram.
What is the probability only one of the cubes is green?

From the females, 
what is P(take History)?    

From everyone, 
what is P(does not take Art)?    



7 87 black and 4 yellow pens are in a box.
Two pens are picked at random.
What is the probability at least one of the 
pens is yellow?

A bag contains 3 blue buttons, 2 green 
buttons and 2 white buttons. 
Two buttons are picked randomly. 
What is P(same colour)?
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The probability a student passes the first 
maths test is 0.8. If they pass, the probability
of passing the second test is 0.9. If they fail, 
the probability of passing the second test is 0.5. 
What is P(Pass one or more)?

The probability a team wins their first match 
is 0.4. If they win, the probability of winning 
their second match is 0.6. If they lose, the 
probability of winning their second match is 0.3. 
What is P(Lose then Win)?
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